HAVE TECH, WILL TRAVEL

Starfleet Corps of Engineers

Need a gigantic, marauding starship explored? Is your global computer unexplored? Need a library of blueprints, plans, schematics? Montgomery Scott from his office at Starfleet Headquarters, the S.C.E. can build, rebuild, program, reprogram, assemble, repair, dismantle, or rebuild any ship. Just say the word, Montgomery Scott.

HaeTux, Will Travel

Praised by many reviewers, an illustrated, unforgiving exposé reveals the greed, corruption, murder, and exploitation behind the unparalleled success of Death Row Records. For a Simon & Schuster hardcover book, responsible for spreading rap to the masses, Reprint.

Art and Politics in Have Gun—Will Travel

A spell that sends victims into a coma-like slumber sends Angel and Gunn off to investigate, while Cordelia finds evidence of a vampire plot to bring about perpetual night on the Earth, allowing the vampires to operate without fear of daylight.

HaeGun Will Travel

This is the unauthorized, unretouched, and unbelievable true story behind the making of a pop-culture phenomenon. The story of the Star Trek series evolved in 1966 and has spawned five TV series spin-offs and a dozen feature films, with an upcoming one from Paramount in 2016. The Fifty-Year Mission is a no-holds-barred history of five decades of Star Trek, told by the people who were there. From the hundreds of television and film executives, programmers, writers, managers, and casting agents who walked the halls of the studio to the actors, directors, and producers who brought the show to the screen, this is the story of Star Trek.

Fall Girl

One of the most successful series of television, Have Gun—Will Travel became a cultural phenomenon in the late 1950s and made its star, Robert Beatty, a nationwide celebrity. The show's themes were an unusual mix of mystery, Shakespeare-inspired episodes, and known as "Paladin" and generated loyal fan bases, including long-time following. In Have Gun—Will Travel, film historian Gaylyn Studlar traces a remarkably wide-ranging episode from the series' first, "The Man with No Name," to show the evolution of the series. Studlar begins by exploring how the series evolved from televisionfad, stepping into mid-twentieth century anxiety and aspiration in the sexual realm through its "dandy" protagonist and monolithic representation of femininity. She explores the show's nondenial role in the advocacy of historical issues and controversial concerns, including its role in the racial and cultural issues that were on the rise throughout the civil rights movement.

Have Gun Will Travel

Teenager Clifford "Kip" Russell wins second prize in a soap jingle contest, a used worn spacesuit, and, while trying on the spacesuit, finds himself flying through space to the Moon and a series of encounters with many bizarre creatures and situations. Reprint. 10,000 first printing.

GUN TRUCKSIN VIETNAM

HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVEL is a television series that began in 1957 as Paladin, and was --- whatever was needed, to do. HaeGun Will Travel takes on a never-before-seen level of detail in this unauthorized, unretouched, and unbelievable true story behind the making of a pop-culture phenomenon.

Dying of Whiteness

A spell that sends victims into a coma-like slumber sends Angel and Gunn off to investigate, while Cordelia finds evidence of a vampire plot to bring about perpetual night on the Earth, allowing the vampires to operate without fear of daylight.

Have Tux, Will Travel

Ishmael

This is the unauthorized, unretouched, and unbelievable true story behind the making of a pop-culture phenomenon. The story of the Star Trek series evolved in 1966 and has spawned five TV series spin-offs and a dozen feature films, with an upcoming one from Paramount in 2016. The Fifty-Year Mission is a no-holds-barred history of five decades of Star Trek, told by the people who were there. From the hundreds of television and film executives, programmers, writers, managers, and casting agents who walked the halls of the studio to the actors, directors, and producers who brought the show to the screen, this is the story of Star Trek.

Dy ing of Whiteness

This is a new release of the original 1959 edition.